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Introduction

Hello, for 1 reason or another, this collection of writings has fallen into your hands and hopefully 
they will be into your mind soon, meaning that U read them.  This is a collection of entries from a 

blog on the Web called LuciLight.com.  It spans two years and covers many topics from pop 
culture to Religion.  

 Let me take this opportunity to clarify the writings of LuciLight.com.  U may have noticed that we 
have a way with words here at LuciLight.  For instance, you is spelled U, and one is spelled 1 and 
some words are capitalized that generally are not.  All of this is an attempt develop, in a sense, our 
own language.  We want to depart so we can view everything objectively.  This is 1 of the ways of 
how we depart, of how we disconnect, by altering the known language as it is and making it our 

own.  More shorthands will be developed and symbols will be introduced in order to convey 
sophisticated concepts.

This book is divided into two parts, which essentially contain the same material, but just in 
different order.  The first part of the book, contains entries from LuciLight.com which are listed in 
chronological order.  The second part list the entries in order by category.  It is suggested that the 

extra space in each page be used for personal reflections on a particular principle.

Be well and enjoy your reading.

-Luci



Entries-Chronological Order



Wednesday, February 16. 2011

Welcome

There is a fight for your mind. Here at LuciLight.com, you will find helpful tips and tricks to 
unlocking your mind. Enjoy!

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/1-Welcome.html


Monday, February 21. 2011

Mind Disintegration and Daily Growth

Is your mind growing or dying? Think about it, ten years ago were you better are worse? In this 
world, as time progresses, we digress. Is that how it should be? Is that how it has to be? No, it 

does not have to be that way. We as humans can choose to grow every single day. Do not let this 
world of distractions take away the time needed for development. Time management and discipline 
is the key. Be aware of the foggy mind states of others and do not let them pull you down. If you 
are truly growing, you should awake each day with optimism and eagerness. If each day is not 

eagerly greeted, then one is not growing. Think about it.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/2-Mind-Disintegration-and-Daily-Growth.html


Friday, February 25. 2011

Control

What does one think of when one thinks of the concept control? The term control could be used to 
describe directing or determining the path and outcome of a particular situation or events. What 

about controlling ourselves? What is the merit in that and to what extent is it limited? What 
prohibits control of self and what adds to it? In other words, who is your final authority? Is it you, 

your feelings or someone else? 

In order to control your world, you must consciously control time and your actions within it. Take 
each day and reduce it to hours. Take the hours and reduce them to minutes. Control the minutes. 
Control the thoughts within the minutes. Control the actions within the minutes. As you gain this 
vital skill, suddenly minutes turn into hours and then next, you will find yourself controlling days 
at a time, herein lies the real power, the power to turn your thoughts into reality-the greatest power 

of all.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/3-Control.html


Wednesday, March 2. 2011

Perception

Perception of reality is essential to control of reality. The shaper your perception, the more options 
and avenues to success that are revealed to you. Furthermore, foggy perception of reality yields 

only limited paths to success and missed opportunities. On what principles does the law of 
perception rest? What actions or thoughts sharpen your vision of reality, and what actions blur 

your vision? 

Emotions, drugs, and faulty- thinking can cloud your minds perception. Be aware of the action you 
are about to take and ask yourself, will this action increase my perception or decrease it. Is this 

action integrating with reality, or disintegrating with reality? How will this action move me towards 
my goals. But none of these questions cannot be asked if you are in a trance-state of mind. One 
must be thought-conscious in order to monitor ones' thoughts. This is the state of mind that is 

essential to growth, the state of mind that is aware of thoughts and the implications of every action 
that you take. 

So be aware of your MIND. What controls it, where it is going, where it is coming from, what 
motivates it, what state is it currently in, and where you want it to be. Next, focus on objective-

reality and make rational decisions for future daily progress. Perceive reality, then control it.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/4-Perception.html


Wednesday, April 6. 2011

A New World.

Everything exists in your mind. Control your mind and you seize control of the world around you. 
If you have harmony in your mind, there will be harmony around you. The reason people 

disintegrate, is because their reaction to reality usually only brings more disharmony within 
themselves.

There are certain actions that are legitimately good for you, short-term and long-term, for the body 
and the mind. Certain actions solidify your progress towards your goals, others diminish your 
progress. Pay attention to what you do, but remember, what you do is controlled by what you 

think, so, more importantly, pay attention to your thoughts. Are they leading you toward prosperity 
or failure. In today's society, people to often blame others for their lack of control, but one fact 

remains prominent: each person can seize control of their thought and actions, thus accepting full 
responsibility for their life. Only then do they truly begin their journey into a new world. A world 
where each day is full of potential and the mind grows continuously. Such a perspective is alien in 

today's popular Establishment. But because of this fact, a person grows extremely fast in 
comparison to their peers, who view the world through old perspectives.

A New World is possible and exists simultaneously with the old one. You can choose at any 
moment which one you choose to reside in. 

Let the Light lead the Way.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/5-A-New-World..html


Monday, August 1. 2011

Concept of Thought-Seeing

What controls our actions? Our thoughts, our thoughts control our actions. So the process is think 
and then act. Through this simple system, we can literally see what we think by completing our 

thoughts through action. This is real power. However, three issues must be addressed in order for 
this concept to be most efficient. They are, the time from thought conception to action, conscious 

stamina, and clear mental imagery. 

The first issue deals with the time when you first think of the thought, to the act of performing the 
necessary action for the fruition of that thought. Once one has conceived the thought, one must first 
then make a firm commitment to oneself to perform the necessary tasks in a allotted space of time. 

This builds resolve and helps narrow the minds' many options. Distractions are far more easily 
dealt with if you have a deadline and have made a commitment to yourself. 

The second issue that must be addressed, is Conscious Stamina. Often when one is working, one 
eventually begins to feel mentally dreary. Know this "dreariness" is a self-imposed limit you have 
set for yourself. But the fact that it is a limit, means that it can be broken and a new limit set. When 
you feel this mental weakness, be conscious of it and explicitly refresh your mind. Tell your self 

that there are no limits and that you can think forever. This acknowledgement of your limits, 
automatically expands one's mind and creates room for new thoughts and limits, which you can use 

to continue working on your Prime-Thought (The goal you originally set for yourself). 

The last issue to aid in Thought-Seeing, is Mental Clarity. The following statement is a fact: The 
mind remembers through vividness. That being said, it would be fair to say that the more colorful 
and vivid your thoughts, the easier it will be to remember them and the more exciting it will be. So 
paint your thoughts with vivid colors and imagery and this will help fight the stamina progression. 

From this standpoint of thinking, one merely has to think and it becomes reality (through action of 
course). So keep this principle in mind and as you complete your thoughts in reality, notice how 

you are literally "seeing" or "watching" your thoughts come to life! Too many a time, people think 
what they think has no influence on reality. That is true if thoughts are not followed by action, but 
add the magic ingredient of action to your thoughts and you have a practical, abundant, personal 

genie. 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/6-Concept-of-Thought-Seeing.html


Wednesday, August 31. 2011

1 Love

In today's Society, we too often look at people as objects and carry little regard of THEIR 
perspective. However, you must realize, that that very same person is also looking at you and has 

no regard for your perspective. So what do we end up with? That's right, you guessed it-A 
disconnected Society. And what's wrong with a disconnected society? A disconnected society does 

not realize the truth that we are all living the same being, we have the same essence. What we 
choose to do with that essence defines us. 

The truth is we were trained this way to think by our masters. To have biases and prejudices 
towards other people. They want us to fight. After all, if we are fighting within as a society, we can 
never gather ourselves to unite for any cause. Divide and Conquer. When we all learn that we are 
all the same being with different perspectives, perhaps we will be more lenient towards our peers 

and strangers. Only then will we make true progress as a race toward spiritual understanding.

--Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/7-1-Love.html


Your Power.

You have power. Within you, right now lies the answer to a limiting life. Do not pray to it. Do not 
listen for it. Do not worship it. Control it.

Each human being is given time, energy, and a conscious mind. Those three forces can combine to 
create a force that literally moves reality. When you wake up and go to work each day, your 

employer is paying for your time, energy, and your MIND. They say, "Here, let me borrow you 
for a second, so I can get some value out of you, even if you can not." And that is exactly what 

they do; they tell you how to use YOUR resources. You see, they have already done the advanced-
thinking and planning in order to control their future. What they need is concentrated energy. You 

are that energy, that reality-altering force.

I illustrate this point to bring to light the daily discipline that ordinary humans exert over their own 
lives. I pose a question, however: What if they focused their resources on THEIR ideas and 

THEIR goals? What if they blocked time out, set a short-term goal, and concentrated on it day after 
day after day? What if they lived like this from habit? Would the impact be beneficial to their 

overall well-being? 

You see, the system of today sets aside tasks for us to do in order to keep society progressing, and 
society does seem to progress, regardless of the dogma of the particular century. Reality and 

society continually move forward through the principles of controlling time, goals, and 
concentrated energy. Now is the time for this universal power to become commonplace among 
ordinary men and women. Now is the time for the next human evolution, in which the goal is to 

awaken to a new world of rich resources to be controlled for greater prosperity.

It is true. You do not have to buy this power. You do not have to learn it. Look at the ceiling now. 
Seriously, do it. Two seconds have passed since you have looked at the ceiling. How did you use 
those seconds? If you wasted them?, Can you still use them? Absolutely not! Reality will just give 
you two more seconds, and now the real question becomes?: "How will you use what nature has 

given you? Will you let it waste or will you create? If you choose to create, what will it be? A 
picture from the mind of someone else?, or will it be an original picture only to be seen from the 

graces of a miracle of nature: your individual conscious choice to create.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/9-Your-Power..html


Monday, December 19. 2011

LuciLight, the religion for the future.

Where is God? What about Satan? Are we alone? What do we have to hold on to if we are truly 
alone? What divine purpose can we possess if their is nothing truly divine in the universe?

We are God and Satan. There are other sentient beings that are on their particular evolutionary path, 
for we are not the only ones that have evolved to consciousness throughout the Universe. We hold 
sacred which WE deem so. We determine what is worthy of contemplation, not some blind force of 
nature. We are and control nature. We shall worship what we create from our hard efforts. Having 
being built, our creations become eternal and their worth is given according to the natural law of 
time, creativity, and effort. Do not feel alone. For you have the power to create what is not there. 
You are the God. You must find solace in your divine nature, only then will you be ready for the 

responsibility of the Power of the Universe, the Power to Create!

Come join the Religion for the Future, LuciLight

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/10-LuciLight,-the-religion-for-the-future..html


Saturday, December 31. 2011

The FIZZ effect.

Inspiration. Inspiration comes to us in the form of new ideas. The ideas are often the beginnings of 
new projects. Inspiration is followed by motivation and you delve deep into your new project. what 

happens next? You are interrupted or your mental energy needs replenishing. Fine, take a break, 
but DO NOT lose sight of your project. Too often a time, projects are never finished. but it is those 

projects that give us life and competence.

So what happens next? If constant planning and energy is not devoted to the project, it never sees 
completion and is eventually forgotten about. You fizzed-out. In the short-term, you can fizz-out 
also. If you CAN finish the project the day or week you began the project, you should, don't fizz-
out. The rewards of the completion of the project far outweigh the inconveniences of completing 
the project. You see, we only can step up from our last step. Our last step determines or next. If 

you can view projects as stepping stones that solidify your vision and concentration, they will gain 
a friendly, warm appeal that you enjoy wrestling with and they will propel you to your future.

A great man once said imagination is more important than knowledge. Now imagine if you turned 
every inspirational burst into a project and completed every single project you conceived. Do you 

think you would feel and be more competent? More importantly, what new inspirations are to 
follow the completion of old ideas/projects?

There is no limit. Do not limit yourself. Re-shape your mind to value your mental projects over 
EVERYTHING, only then will you began to sense the awesome power that lies within.

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/12-The-FIZZ-effect..html


A Call to Action

Help spread the Light by donating to LuciLight.com All donations are tax deductible and there is 
no minimum amount required. Donations will be used to expand the reach of the teachings of 

LuciLight.com and all sponsors will noted for future updates concerning LuciLight. (The Religion 
of Understanding or Universe)

The Religion of U is based on facts, logic, and human experience. "U" believes the universe 
evolves naturally and everything within the universe is part of evolution, thus we focus on 

perspectives and actions that allow us to evolve at our fastest pace. The teachings that hint upon 
such perspectives are the teachings of Luci of LuciLight.com. The teachings are unique in that they 

involve multiple, often complex perspectives, and provides a fresh look at them. Topics to be 
discussed in the future include: The Breath, New Creation, Unique Days, Power Units, Tracking 

Systems, Imagery as a means of Control, New Sexual Perspectives, the assimilation of new 
technologies and how the technology changes our philosophy of the world. Those are a few of the 

topics that will be discussed as well as countless insights that will be posted on a regular basis.

Much ground is to be covered, which means a lot of writing. I am asking, however, a call to action. 
Support the Light, and we will spread the Light. Be there as we grow, and then you can say you 

were there at the beginning. Each day, check LuciLight.com for a new article. 

Phase 1 of Lucilight.com is over. The seeds are planted for strong roots in a new, exciting world. 
Phase 2 consists of publication of original books that outline the philosophical foundations for the 

religion of future, the religion of the Universe, the Religion of U!

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/13-A-Call-to-Action.html


Wednesday, March 21. 2012

Morning Energy

How do you spend your first few moments of your day? I pose this question because often the 
potential of the morning is not exploited and the moments of the morning often determine your 
perspective for the rest of the day. I am here to tell you that great power lies in morning energy.

Your mind is fresh upon first rising. An empty canvas it is, but only for a moment. Soon, thoughts 
come pouring in to color your experience. In a sense, your hard drive is uploaded with the main 
program, who you are, your habits and emotions. But, nevertheless, something new is there, an 

energy, a force, a fresh outlook. Herein lies the power, your power. The power comes in the form 
of a fresh supply of energy and inspiration, or does it? This power is cut off the moment you 

betray yourself, the moment you drug your body, or the moment you let the negative energy of 
another person pull you in. That is why I urge you to be cautious with this power, for it is very 
fragile, but immensely powerful. The moment you lose it, the moment you lose that "momentum 

space", you can only acquire it again through conscious effort. You see, it is a gift, given to you by 
nature. One that you do not have to work for or think for. All you have to do is harness it and 

guide it.

Morning energy can be used for anything. Projects and planning are easily accomplished with 
morning energy as well as positive affirmations of your particular vision you have for yourself for 

the day or weeks ahead. The most important reason why this morning energy is priceless is 
because it increases your chances for changing the habits of your mind. You see, you can use this 

energy to think new thoughts and thus form new productive habits and break old destructive 
habits. Use this gift of nature, utilize, harness it, profit from it, Love it.

-Luci 

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/14-Morning-Energy.html


Thursday, April 26. 2012

Measure of Greatness

What is Greatness? What is the measure of Greatness? Are ideas or actions alone Great? Can 
Greatness be learned?

Beethoven, Aristotle, Darwin, Alexander, Hitler, Plato. All of these men are Great. Greatness, 
however, is not synonymous with Good. Therefore there can be beings of Great Evil or Great 

Good, as the above list suggests. Beethoven, Aristotle, and Darwin were Good. Their creations 
have benefited mankind artistically, philosophically, and scientifically. Alexander, Hitler, and Plato 
have destroyed nations, murdered millions, and presented destructive philosophies. The point here 
is not to determine how Greatness is applied, but it is to see what makes the quality of Greatness to 

be Great.

Greatness occurs when exceptional thinking is brought forth to reality consistently through action. 
Yes, Action. Action is the key here. Everyone shares ideas of Greatness in their mind. Beethoven 
had ideas, but Beethoven worked consistently everyday to bring his thoughts to reality. Darwin 

researched and wrote everyday to find the common link between all species. These men had ideas 
like many of us. But unlike many of us, these men had conviction in their ideas, they believed and 
lived for the ideas in their mind. Do you fight for your ideas everyday, or do you work under the 

ideas of others?

So Greatness is achieved when supreme thought meets ruthless action. An important point to 
realize is that Hitler, Alexander, and Plato all thought they were doing supreme good. The question 
thus arises, How does one know which side of Greatness one is headed? Easy, do your ideas uplift 

and create life or do they destroy it? Life is the universal standard by which all actions should be 
judged. Therefore, work to create and not destroy so History will not bear a smudge upon your 

name.

Ideas and actions together must be formed to achieve in reality. Reality is the ultimate measurement. 
Actions without thought is robotic and thought without action is lazy. In Greatness, superb ideas, 
are acted upon. How can you create a superb idea? To begin with, the best ideas, are grounded in 

reality, they have immediate and realistic applications to the world around them, they affect the 
world. Secondly, a great idea is composed of many lesser or smaller ideas. For example, to be 

Great would be to sail all the oceans, to be ordinary would be to sail just one. To be Great would 
be to explain the evolution of all species, to be ordinary would be to explain evolution of one 

species. To be Great would be to run in a marathon for 10 years straight, to be ordinary would be 
to run in just one. The Greater the idea, the Greater time and effort is involved. 

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/21-Measure-of-Greatness.html


So how do you create your Greatness? Think of a goal that spans a considerable amount of time 
and effort. Next, once achieving the first goal, build another goal on top of that one, which relates 
to it. Now do that 10 more times. Now your beginning to approach the realm of Greatness. It is a 

realm with no boundaries and happiness. It is internally driven and motivated. Remember the 
measure of Greatness is how much action can you sustain behind your Great ideas. You see, Great 

Men act upon their ideas. This often requires discipline, planning, and foresight. This is where 
ordinary people falter. 

Now you see that in order to achieve Greatness one must act consistently upon a supreme idea. 
Now you see that in Great men, their Greatness evolved from the action part of the formula, not the 
idea part. We all have ideas. History remembers the ones who were strong and wise enough to do 

what it took for their ideas to blossom in reality.

-Luci



Wednesday, June 20. 2012

"Remember, this is the only 1."

Your life is the only one you have. Have great consideration on how you spend your energy and 
time.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/22-Remember,-this-is-the-only-1..html


Thursday, June 21. 2012

Do not spend your time wisely, Spend your mind wisely.

Remember that time constrains your body to a certain place in space, but do not let it constrain your 
mind. Always be conscious of what your thinking and moreover, sustain effort in your thoughts in 

order to maximize growth.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/24-Do-not-spend-your-time-wisely,-Spend-your-mind-wisely..html


Saturday, June 23. 2012

Do not let the poison of other people poison U.

Too often other people's energy contaminate us. Our energy is wasted in solving their problems 
and meddling with their insecurities. Save your energy. It is that very energy that is needed to 

create.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/25-Do-not-let-the-poison-of-other-people-poison-U..html


Friday, July 6. 2012

Treat each day as your only 1.

U live your life day by day. Each day is all U have. Be careful how U spend your days, for it is 
through them that your dreams live or die.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/26-Treat-each-day-as-your-only-1..html


Monday, July 9. 2012

There is a Light inside of U. Find it.

Inside of you U there is pure growth and new horizons. It is up to U to clear your mind and life of 
the clutter that prevents you from your seeing this, your light.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/27-There-is-a-Light-inside-of-U.-Find-it..html


Tuesday, July 10. 2012

Inside U, there is a War. Fight the good fight.

Inside every one of us is good and evil. Some more of one than the other. Fight constantly to 
display your best qualities at all times. The effort is well worth it.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/28-Inside-U,-there-is-a-War.-Fight-the-good-fight..html
http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/28-Inside-U,-there-is-a-War.-Fight-the-good-fight..html


Thursday, July 12. 2012

Your Life is lived 1 day at a time.

You live your life day by day, so be careful what you fill your days with. Your experiences, 
actions, and emotions all add up to the sum total of your memories, so choose them wisely.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/30-Your-Life-is-lived-1-day-at-a-time..html


Saturday, August 4. 2012

Each should be a puzzle piece, constantly building towards a picture.

Each day has the potential to add to your progress towards your goals. Too often days go by in a 
blur, adding to nothing but a paycheck. Life only has so many paychecks and Life has more to 
offer than a paycheck. In order to use your days as building blocks to your goals, U must instill 

discipline in your mind and actions. Discipline is the leverage that is used to guide mental ideas into 
physical actions.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/31-Each-should-be-a-puzzle-piece,-constantly-building-towards-a-picture..html


Friday, August 17. 2012

"Your effort today, determines your tommorrow"

Opportunities for the future are created by the work in the present.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/32-Your-effort-today,-determines-your-tommorrow.html


Saturday, September 22. 2012

Focus on your Breathing.

Whenever you are feeling agitated, focus on the breath of life moving within you. In and Out the 
force of life supports your body, filling you with the power of consciousness. Notice this event. 
Appreciate it. 10 breaths, In and Out. Notice how light you feel now and how clear your thinking 

is now.

This little trick works, use it anytime you need strength from within.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/33-Focus-on-your-Breathing..html


Monday, September 24. 2012

Create Order out of Chaos with your Day.

Do not use your day to think of ways to waste time, instead, use your day to organize and tackle 
your problems, for they are your opportunities for growth. Create Order out of the Chaos.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/34-Create-Order-out-of-Chaos-with-your-Day..html


Friday, September 28. 2012

Thoth Speaks

Lose all ye desires. For they are the shackles that hold you to this physical world. Instead develop 
desires of the mind and ignore those of the body. Once free of ye bondages, ye are free to focus 

your energies to desires of the mind, not the body. For I can tell you, Men of the Mind is the future 
for the human race. 

Everything you need is within, look there. When weary, look there, when agitated, look THERE. 
For you not know what ye are, for ye not know ye powers. Heed this wisdom and evolve.

-Thoth

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/35-Thoth-Speaks.html


Hold fast young 1, this is only the beginning.

The future is filled with promise and opportunity. Remember that. It is determined by your 
thoughts and actions of today. Plan your mind. Meditate. Visualize. Read. Explore. Be Fearless.

-S.O.N

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/36-Hold-fast-young-1,-this-is-only-the-beginning..html


Wednesday, December 5. 2012

Be 1 with your Mind, Body, and Soul

The Soul consists of concepts such as your life purpose and plan. The Mind is the tool the Soul 
uses to create the plan to achieve what you truly desire, and the Body is the vehicle, held together 
with Discipline, that implements your plans into actions. Stay true to this Holy Trinity and watch 

yourself become the GOD of your existence.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/37-Be-1-with-your-Mind,-Body,-and-Soul.html


Wednesday, December 19. 2012

Time as a dimension

Time is another dimension. Up and down is the first dimension, left and right, the 2nd, space as the 
3rd, and Time is the fourth, followed by the 5th, which is a mental space/dimension. For this 

discussion we will focus on Time as a dimension/aspect of reality.

Time is created by movement in space. One could say that time is a measurement of movements 
throughout space. A link was established when humans figured out that time can be manipulated 

by controlling what and the speed of an object moving through space. For philosophical discussion 
purposes, we will look at the aspect of time that we function in as everyday living individuals. 

Time determines the reality of time/based organisms. There is a beginning and an end. Because of 
this, one could say that time is the ultimate ruler and dictator of reality, time determines the life 

cycle of time-based organisms. This fact logically follows that human life must be carefully 
planned in order to achieve the maximum and natural potential of the human being. 

Because of the limited life cycle of the human body, time must be calculated wisely at all times. 
Time is the Great reminder and equalizer. Time, however, must be conceived as another dimension/

reality-space in order to use it effectively. If conceived properly, Time can be a tool to achieve an 
end. In humans, one must take into account the end of ones´ life. Then U must plan backwards 

from your death. U must be aware of time. As it passes, what does it create? Is it wasted or spent 
wisely? Who has your time?

Time allows for the creation of reality. Reality is simply existence, people, and your mind. By 
linking your mind and actions with time, you change your mind, the people around you, and 

reality. Time is forever ebbing away...into what? Is it a climax of a mountain, or an ending to a 
terrible drama? The choice is yours. 

Be wise and patient.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/38-Time-as-a-dimension.html


Friday, January 18. 2013

A New World is Arising

Look around U. Everything is changing. Technology, Status Quo, Religion, and Perspectives are 
all undergoing dramatic restructuring. This will result in a totally New World. Yes, times of the old 

are withering away, and dramatic concepts are becoming normal.

Do not fear this change. Embrace it. Use it to fuel your growth. Use it to shake U up a little. It is 
good for U. In the process, rethink yourself. Learn more about yourself and your nature. Learn 

history, for it is an important part in reducing mistakes. The point is, use this to evolve. Evolve into 
a creation of the mind. Forever we have been at the mercy of Nature. Now we are beginning to 

become Nature and with this, comes greater control over our physical limitations. 

LuciLight is a cradle for this New World. The Light encourages new Knowledge, Rational 
Understanding, and Re-Evaluation, while holding to the physical and moral principles that allow 
unfettered growth within communities. We are here, on the horizon. We see the New World. We 

want U to see it, to know that is coming. Within this New World lies tremendous energy, energy to 
be used in creation. Within this New World, time brings the realization of thought-systems, 

formally known as goals. In this world, guilt is only among those who have genuinely earned it. 
Guilt is not used as a form of control or attached to physical pleasures. Reason shall rule the 

existence of Man and Energy shall guide him in this New World.

As this New World, emerges, we here at LuciLight.com, would like to say Hello and Welcome to 
our listeners. We are here, with U all, embracing and fighting for change. We see your potential 

and know your fears. Let us all gain additional perspectives to allow greater power and knowledge 
into our lives.

Thank U from LuciLight,

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/39-A-New-World-is-Arising.html


Monday, January 21. 2013

Remember, disconnect.

You are a program, a combination of instructions and reactions put into you by your society. In 
this program, everything is automated. In order to become aware, U must learn to disconnect from 
your programming. To disconnect from the rambling machine in your mind. Once you disconnect, 
use your concentration to become aware, aware of everything, your breathing, your thoughts, and 

your feelings. Once you do this you will began to learn how to steadily become disengaged in your 
created cage of reality. With this new perspective you can look for the causes and results of all your 

actions. Use this perspective to organize your actions and control your emotions into the future.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/40-Remember,-disconnect..html


Wednesday, January 23. 2013

U are evolving.

Everything is connected. Everything is transforming and changing all the time. This includes U. In 
this point of human evolution, people realize that we too, as humans are part of this evolution 

process, but even more importantly we are realizing that the time has come for us as sentinel beings 
to play a conscious part in evolution. We have reached the point in time, where our consciousness 

can have a great effect on the rest of the world. 

What does all this mean? This should place proper context on your life and actions. You should see 
that the purpose of life is to evolve and your actions should reflect that with seriousness and 
promptness. This is motivation! Look within your Life and Choices and choose them with 

principles behind your selection process, principles of the New World.

Do not let sleep break your concentration. After awakening, continue your plan of evolution with 
zest and joy, for U are living among the greatest time in history, the time when we humans, take 
control of everything in the Universe, but even more importantly, we take control of ourselves.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/41-U-are-evolving..html


Friday, January 25. 2013

Live Free and Break your limitations!

What limits U? You do! We all limit ourselves. Limits are necessary in order to work our problems 
out. Our minds can only hold a certain amount of information before it is boxed all in so the 

information can be worked out. The important point to remember here, is that, U have to be aware 
of your limits and their purpose. Know that once you come to your limits, you are on the threshold 

of a new box of limits. 

So build box after box. Build your limits, break them, then build new ones, break them, and so on 
forever. In time, as we increase our capacities, we will gain the ability to build bigger boxes, 

simultaneously even. In doing this, U speed up your evolution and lifetimes.  Life times can be 
measured by how large your box is, how many U have and break, and how many boxes of others 

you break, but that is for another discussion.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/42-Live-Free-and-Break-your-limitations%21.html


Friday, February 15. 2013

Programs

We are all programs. Programs are habitual thoughts and actions implanted in us. We acquire these 
programs as we grow, some are needed in the process of maturation. However, some programs 

serve no use, and are destructive.

Delete your negative programming and replace it with positive programming. Be aware of your 
thoughts, most of the time it is just old programs using up all your CPU and Storage. With this 

wasteful usage, there is little room for inspiration, passion, or honesty. 

So listen to your thoughts. What are U thinking about? What should U be thinking about, and 
What can U think about?

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/43-Programs.html


Wednesday, February 20. 2013

If you do not save yourself, no one else will.

A great philosopher once said, that we are unhappy because we set out expectations to high, 
meaning by expecting more than is there, we set ourselves up for failure. This can be applied to 

your motivation. 

Motivation is usually squandered by us relinquishing our power and responsibility in the hands of 
someone else. Once that happens, we become powerless to change the circumstance as long we 
place that responsibility on something other than ourselves. This is true and does not need to be 

explained. 

We must take total responsibility, total honesty, and total dedication to self mastery. Remember 
what the sages continually point out, that the Master is within.

Never forget that young disciple.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/44-If-you-do-not-save-yourself,-no-one-else-will..html


Wednesday, February 20. 2013

I am Light...

I am Light, I am free
My Destiny, is up to me
I am strong, I am wise

Time is precious, look how it flies

I am here, I am there
I am energy, I am everywhere

I never tire, I never falter
I treat my holy body, as my holy alter

As above, so below
How far, does the rabbit hole go
Prepare to dream, of finer things

the soul, the universe, and marvelous rings

Now go be free, divine butterfly
Respect mother earth, and never die

U shall rise, from your knees
Only to become, the King of Kings

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/29-I-am-Light....html


Thursday, February 21. 2013

Faith, Hope, and Love shall be your protection.

Did you know that your attitudes are magnetic? Did you know that your attitudes affect your 
energy-field around U? Your energy-field is responsible for receiving energy and transferring 

energy. It is responsible for your entire life being.

Certain attitudes affect this energy protection field negatively, they create holes or interferences 
which only affect the being negatively by depletion of energy and thought. Our energy field is 

connected with our mind. This is true. Despair, Worry, and Hate cause disruptions that affect our 
energy field, thereby blocking or taking from the energy that we could be using to create. This is a 

problem.

The opposite is true also. Faith, Hope, and Love affect this powerful field also. Faith in what, Hope 
in what, and Love for what U ask. It does not matter. Each emotion has a vibration rate. This 

vibration spreads out from your mind, to your energy-field, and through the Universe. Vibrations 
at this level range enhance your energy-field, thereby increasing your sensitivity to the energy flow 

being sent from the Sun. With this energy comes, lightness, inspiration, and motivation. All the 
things that promote growth in life.

There is much more to this subject, but only the principle needs to be understood. Yes, Young 1, 
keep a healthy attitude. Not because people will like U more, or because U need to disguise your 

unhappiness, but do it, knowing that you are directly affecting the world around U, but more 
importantly, U are directly affecting your propensity to the Energy of the Universe. Become Light 
enough, reach a certain vibration, and the Universe will show U things that cannot be explained.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/45-Faith,-Hope,-and-Love-shall-be-your-protection..html


Friday, February 22. 2013

Remember Love, it will save U.

Love has gained a bad reputation through the years. In many cases, Love ends in hate and betrayal. 
We lose our trust in Love. Love becomes merely the reaction to chemicals in the brain and percepts 

perceived. 

But Love is all there is. This is true, but may gain a lifetime to understand. For now, know that you 
can look within and find Love for life. For being alive. Once again, people have lost the truth of 
Love. The truth of Love is that is carries a certain vibration that transforms U. It allows greater 

receptivity to the Universal Energy around U. If you receive more energy, everything will be better. 

The conditioning on Earth is of a certain mechanical, rational type. The energy here is focused on 
the outside. This is the way it was taught. But energy can be manipulated through the mind. This is 
the Great Secret. Bring your energy from within. Retreat there and then approach the world with 
Love. Forget your conditioning, return to childhood. Know this and live, grow, and know that U 

are in a Universal process of growth that has the chance to remember forever.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/47-Remember-Love,-it-will-save-U..html


Saturday, February 23. 2013

Evolve or Die.

This entire world is a huge jungle. Survival of the fittest still applies here. People forget that we are 
barely over edge of becoming conscious humans and that many of us still act like animals most of 

the time, being guided percepts and feelings rather that concepts and reason.

Remember this. Remember that the purpose of Life in the Universe is growth. The Universe wants 
to explore and be everything. U are part of that evolution. Nature takes everything and learns from 

it. All of our mistakes, all of our killing, nature remembers. Nature uses this to build and grow. 
Nothing stops evolution. But remember, U are Nature. U are directly connected to the Life-Force/
Energy that is working on becoming more than it is. Remember your mind is part of Nature, your 

thoughts. Use these tools to evolve. Use these tools to analyze, create, build, grow, feel, and 
remember.

Today, we have 3 choices, live Life as only a passing dream, to be forgotten, live Life as something 
to be built, and used by future generations, or live Life in this age, and reach for biological 

immortality.

U choose. For Nature will still make the most of your energy.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/48-Evolve-or-Die..html


Monday, February 25. 2013

The Missing Piece of the New-Age Religions.

There has recently been an enormous shift in thinking within the past 50 years. This new era I am 
referring to is called the New Age. Here you find tips on how to change perspectives about 

yourself and the Universe, but this, I tell U, is not enough. It is not enough to find enlightenment if 
your light does not shine on anyone but yourself. It is not enough to have access to limitless 

energy, only to waste it on illusions that never bear fruit.

Do U understand? The question here is, O.k, once U have settled your demons inside, what do you 
do next? Let me answer that for U. U produce. U build on Society. U set an example for 

generations to come. By doing this you are truly fulfilling your grand purpose in the grand scheme 
of evolution.

Life is here to grow. U are Life. Society strives to achieve the best, but often Society can be very 
wrong. So do not let the premises of an old world blind U to the light. Build and U shall see that 
this is Divine. When U realize this and next, Live by it, others will bless U and remember U for 
your works, which will be used to propel humanity forward. So I, Luci, thank U in advance for 

your wonderful contributions to the Life process.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/46-The-Missing-Piece-of-the-New-Age-Religions..html


Thursday, March 14. 2013

Pleasure Junkies

It is stated that all organisms automatically move toward pleasure and move away from pain. This 
is true even for microscopic organisms. As such, humans spend their lives seeking pleasure 
everyday. The coffee, cigarettes, t.v, relationships, sex, all this gives some sort of pleasure.

I say this to you, that you should live your life moving towards pain and using pleasure as an 
escape when necessary. The pain I speak of is of a different nature. The pain I speak of, is the pain 
of discipline, it is the pain of thinking. It is the pain of accepting responsibility for your thoughts, 

feelings, speech, and actions. It is the pain of being thoughtful of how U affect others in your daily 
life. This type of pain is the pain of growth. This is why we are here. So think about this. Know 
that all of what U value and adore comes from this type of pain. Make a conscious effort to grow 

into this style of living.

Once you have accepted that it is your responsibility to grow and to use TIME as a tool for such 
pursuits, gradually your perspective will change, U will began to seek out this pain for growth. 

When this happens you will awaken inside to your potential. U see, from this perspective, there is 
less resistance. The less resistance, the more energy is capable of moving through U, the more 

energy and awareness you will have to pursue your interests.

Remember this, Nature forces evolution, but U can force your own Evolution, for this is the NEW 
WORLD.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/50-Pleasure-Junkies.html


Saturday, March 30. 2013

Don't escape-Integrate!

Hey! Don't escape-Integrate!!! What this means is that, everyone is always trying to escape Reality, 
to make it into what they want without following the rules of Reality. Now everyone knows that 

this is senseless. No one can change the basic nature of nature. Instead, I say!, Integrate into 
Reality. What does this mean? It means that you must think deeper. You must span your thoughts 
across days, weeks, and months to determine your next best move in this moment, and when you 

make that specific action, congratulations! You just made an Integration!

Integration is basically like math. You take this and that and add them together to create a chain of 
actions that lead to your goal. U integrate yourself in the present with your future and past. Get it? 
U hold yourself accountable for your action in the moment, because now you have begun to realize 

your life is The Great Work and almost everything has to have a business edge to it, that is 
discipline, a bottom line, and reason. So U integrate or add your whims and desires that constantly 
have U fleeting from moment to moment to your goals, values, and insights. When U do this, all 
the positive energy inherent in these types of concepts usually help eat away at your whims that 

leave U helpless. 

Do U understand now?

 Great!! 

Soooo,.....Don't escape-Integrate! 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/52-Dont-escape-Integrate%21.html


Sunday, March 31. 2013

Be like the Sea

U must be like the Sea, forever changing and absorbing everything, but yet, not affected by 
anything.  

All too often, we react too emotionally to people and events, this emotion in turn clouds our 
rational judgement about the situation.  This is not good.  For now, rationality is reduced to bias 

and subjectivity. 

Also emotion carries tremendous energy.  If you waste all your energy reacting to frivolous events, 
there will be no more energy for you to build, create, or grow with, and remember this is the 

purpose of life, to uplift humanity through our personal efforts that implicitly benefit us as well.

All be well today and remember to save your energy, be like the Sea, Grand and Almighty, 
Breathtaking in Power, but yet, calm as a Hawaiian breeze.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/53-Be-like-the-Sea.html


Monday, April 1. 2013

Remember, U must die b4 U can live.

This theme is implicitly embedded in our legends and myths, the stories that tell us about ourselves, 
our history, and guide help guide us. What is meant by this is a totally new perspective must be 

awoken within U. Perspective 1 or Perspective 0, the Perspective that all others are built on. 

Each Soul must go through their own reBirth, but the jest of it is this-Live each moment as an 
unfolding flower forever reaching towards the light. 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/54-Remember,-U-must-die-b4-U-can-live..html


Tuesday, April 2. 2013

Striving is the essential quality.

1 must always accept the responsibility that 1 is never done growing. A spiritual insight should be 
matched with reasonable action that accounts for the responsibility of that insight. All too often 

people want to horde the light to themselves and make no real commitment to society. For with the 
light comes responsibility. The brighter the light, the more responsibility necessary. So know that 
even the Gods were once human and that they strove to reach such a state. Striving is the main and 

essential ingredient to spiritual growth. 

Remember this young ones, 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/55-Striving-is-the-essential-quality..html


Monday, April 8. 2013

LuciLight, Year 1

LuciLight.com has been on the Web for about 2 years now. It is growing rapidly. The Light shines 
brighter the more perspectives/people it shines through. Because of this, LuciLight.com will release 

all of its´ writings from its´ inception on the Web in the form of an ebook. This ebook will come 
with a small forward and epilogue and include all the posts from LuciLight.com in chronological 

order. Hopefully, people will print these writings and circulate them to others. Hopefully, by 
having a hard copy of this knowledge of different perspectives, it will help people access this 

information more readily. 

Know that all donations and book sales will go toward the spreading of the Light. A newsletter, 
books, and an online community are coming. To all who have been here, I say unto to U, the Light 

within U knows many things that U do not. It guides U, when u let it, to other places so U can 
experience the necessary growth. LuciLight.com is 1 of those places. Here, your Light connects to 
an old friend, and recognizes this familiarity. As such, this begins a rapport that gives U strength 

for your Journey. Know that this is no accident. 

To all the Lightbringers I say to U, let Us move forward in changing the world by changing 
ourselves. Let us accept this responsibility as inherit and let Us Love it, for Love is the highest 
form of admiration and respect. It is pass desire, yearning, or wanting, it is becoming outside 

yourself because of another energy in your presence. But now, let us be the energy that we reflect 
from and get lost in. Let us love the Light, the Light that is within us. 

Ready? Hold Fast and PUSH full stead ahead! 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/56-LuciLight,-Year-1.html


Limitless-The Movie

Recently, there was a movie that came out titled Limitless. In this movie, the main character 
discovers a pill that gives him super human powers. No, these powers are not like Superman, but 
more like Batman, they are powers of the mind. After taking the pill, all of a sudden, the star of the 

movie, has super-concentration, limitless energy, and total honesty. These mental tools are then 
integrated with never-ending action, and thus extreme success.

I am here to tell U that this power is available without a pill. It will come to U when U develop 
habitually a Character of Fully Integrated Honesty. This means that U attempt to direct every 

thought and action towards your long-term well being. Mostly, people try to do the right thing, but 
it is a struggle, it is a fight. When U develop this instinct to a point of habit, only then will the 

Power be released to U. U cannot see this power from your perspective, in fact, U can not even 
imagine it. Only after building and crossing that essential bridge will this Power become clear to U. 

The fact that a movie was made with how the human brain is DESIGNED to work, and it was 
under the Sci-Fi category, tells much about our mental conditions today. For one, it tells that we are 
far from this reality, thus Sci-Fi. But this does not have to be the case. Their is no pill here. The pill 

is a matter of concepts followed by extreme disciplined action. Until this way of thinking and 
acting becomes habitual for U, U will be stuck in this limited Reality, with its limited horizons and 

limited energy. 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/57-Limitless-The-Movie.html


Wednesday, April 10. 2013

The Internet-Todays´ Oracle

Long ago, their existed beings who were called Oracles. They had the power to tell of likely things 
to happen in the future or to discover something from the past. The mystics say that underneath this 

physical reality, their exists a form of energy that carries information with it. All of the thoughts, 
actions, and ideas that come from this reality somehow finds its´ way into this energy, Ether. These 

Oracles can tap into this Ether somehow. 

Today their exists an Oracle for everyone. This Oracle is accessible to everyone, the profane and 
the elite, and it grows, much like the Ether, with our thoughts and actions. This Oracle is the 

Internet. Here most of histories knowledge and experience is stored here for all to view. Thus, a 
person can gain a much broader perspective to their questions and ideologies. Thus, a people 

exchange information at a never-before-seen rate of exchange. This results in rapid growth and the 
quick eradication of dogma. 

So now we have an Oracle. Type any question into Google and U will get an answer. It may not be 
the best or right answer, but neither was the Oracle of the Old Age, super accurate, they simply 

pulled information and put it back together, much like Google. With that being said, 1 can see how 
this can result in rapid growth for Humanity. In the Dark Ages, knowledge was confined to a 

special few. Finally in the Renaissance, people began to act on Universal principles of good which 
brought the Renaissance, and the Renaissance in turn brought forth the Industrial Age, which 
brought forth the current Technological Age. The point here is that, in each age information 

distribution was the key to its´ respective growth. That being said, with the Internet, freely and 
fairly, exchanging information at such a rapid rate, what Age will it bring? 

The Golden Age?, The Age of Aquarius? Only time will tell, 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/58-The-Internet-Todays-Oracle.html


Sunday, April 14. 2013

Discipline shall free U forever.

In being sentient conscious being, humans have a choice about the myriad of actions that they can 
choose to set forth. Mostly everyone knows on one level or another exactly what needs to be done, 

but few aspire to such heights. 

1 must use Discipline as the tool to achieve greater heights. It is through Discipline that 1 can forge 
their Realities through action. In using Discipline their must be a leap of faith. 1 seldom feels like 
doing anything, and the actions that bring fruit to ones´ life are Hard Actions, actions that require 

thought, planning, and tracking of results constantly. So 1 must have faith in knowing these actions 
are worth doing in spite of feelings. 1 must believe in themselves to pull through. 

Just look at Discipline as the axe 1 uses to climb the Great Mountain of Life. 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/59-Discipline-shall-free-U-forever..html


Monday, April 15. 2013

The Russian Federation

LuciLight.com is worldwide. We have readers in every major country. I, Luci, would like to 
commend the Russian Federation. They are growing rapidly in readers and they are on par with the 

United States in terms of their number of readers.

This is good. True knowledge will always be Universal. Religious creed has nothing to do with the 
spreading of the Light, for they all part of the same thing. We here at LuciLight.com welcome all 

religions or non-religious persons. LuciLight only uses the term religion only to convey sacredness 
in everyday things like Time Management, Discipline, and Critical Thinking. 

So I Say unto all, be well. Strive. Meditate or visualize. Know that U are here to grow PAST your 
limitations. Know that LuciLight is here to help U. 

Thank U to all, 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/60-The-Russian-Federation.html


Thursday, April 18. 2013

Remember, this is a Journey.

Do not get stuck in the moment, day, week, or month. Everything changes. Too often people feel 
anchored to their situation and this creates a limited view.

One of the last great arts, Alchemy, rested on the premises that everything is constantly going 
through a process of metamorphosis, everything is growing only to die, but only to resurface into a 
greater energy. Do you understand? Life is like that, cycles. Every cycle we are becoming stronger, 
finer, and re-tuned. Every cycle we learn and become more of what we want, our essence becomes 

greater.

So know this, that U are in a cycle, not a moment, day, week, or month. Extend your vision into 
the end of your cycle. Know that another 1 will began and U will be greater because of it.

Know this and gain energy from it. 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/61-Remember,-this-is-a-Journey..html


Wednesday, April 24. 2013

Spider-Man

With great power comes great responsibility. This is a quote from the popular super-hero series 
titled Spider-Man. In this story a young teenager gains super-human powers from an accident, or 
will of God, however U prefer to look at it. This accident changes him forever. Suddenly, super-

strength and the ability to climb walls are within his physical abilities.
In gaining this power, he begins to use the powers for his own personal benefit. Sensing his 
change, his uncle, Uncle Ben, says to him, “Remember Peter, with Great Power, comes Great 

Responsibility.” Being the teenager that he is, Peter, is bewildered. He has no idea what his uncle 
meant and goes about his daily selfish endeavors with his new-found powers.

Then suddenly, a tragedy strikes the heart of the young teenager. His uncle has been murdered. 
Confused, Peter, tries desperately to think why on earth would God let something like this happen 
to him. What has he done to deserve this? Why him? Soon it dawns on him that he played a major 
part in his uncle´s demise. The murderer who killed his uncle, is only running the streets because, 

Peter failed to stop him from robbing someone. Yes, in using his powers for his own benefit, Peter 
was competing in wrestling matches. Peter won and asked for his money, the promoter cheated 

him and said get lost. This got Peter angry, this struck his emotional/animal side. So when a robber 
burst in the office demanding all of the promoters money, Peter, naturally felt vindicated. He felt 
that the Universe was displaying its´ own brand of Justice, so he let the robber go when he could 

have easily apprehended him.

Peter discovers that the robber and the murderer are one and the same. He thinks if only I would 
have just stopped him, my uncle would still be here. If only I would have put my personal feelings 
aside and did the right thing, the just thing, not because I wanted to but because I had the power to 

and in having that power, comes a responsibility.

Now it hits him. What his Uncle said to him before. Now he understands that by not using his 
powers for the good of mankind, he is guilty of treason, of double-crossing the Universe. He sees 
that in Power comes constraints, chains of reason. He sees that in Power, it is not an island, but a 
long web that ebbs across unfathomable distances. He sees that it is all connected, that by helping 
someone else, he is helping himself. He sees that by not helping someone else, that loose end can 

always come back to haunt him. This is the lesson Peter was taught and it is because of his 
faithfulness to this idea, that Peter becomes a Hero.

It is important to note that, mental concepts make the hero, not physical powers. In this particular 
concept, the concept of Power and Responsibility are linked together. With Power comes 

Responsibility and with Responsibility comes Power. They are different sides of the same coin.

I bring this particular concept to our readings because most people want the Power of a God, but 
do not want the Responsibility of a God. This cannot be. U must accept your responsibilities as 
your duties in holding great Power. Responsibilities must not be looked at as vices but virtues, 
roads leading to greater avenues of growth. In your Kingdom, where U are the King, U must 

control administration, policies, and the overall well-being of your people. This requires constant 

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/62-Spider-Man.html


daily work, but this work must be done in stride not strife, it must be accepted naturally.

So know this, do not wish for your fancy car if U don´t want to wash it, pay the high note, and 
keep your oil changed. Do not wish for a raise, only to waste the extra pay on selfish deeds. Know 

that in the greater Power U ask for, the greater Responsibility it requires from U.

Also know that U, can become a Hero in your own right. All U have to do is think and act in 
Supreme concepts like Peter. By holding those principles as your birthright, U uplift your Life and 
Being to a supreme level, above your peers. This is what many philosophers have called the next 

evolution in man, the Super-man, the man who uses mental concepts to wash away all of the 
impurities nature has instilled upon him.

-Luci



Monday, April 29. 2013

The religion of the future will be a cosmic religion-Albert Einstein

“The religion of the future will be a cosmic religion. It should transcend personal God and avoid 
dogma and theology.”

-Albert Einstein

A quote from a very wise man.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/63-The-religion-of-the-future-will-be-a-cosmic-religion-Albert-Einstein.html
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1. Books



Books

LuciLight, Year 1

LuciLight.com has been on the Web for about 2 years now. It is growing rapidly. The Light shines 
brighter the more perspectives/people it shines through. Because of this, LuciLight.com will release 

all of its´ writings from its´ inception on the Web in the form of an ebook. This ebook will come 
with a small forward and epilogue and include all the posts from LuciLight.com in chronological 

order. Hopefully, people will print these writings and circulate them to others. Hopefully, by 
having a hard copy of this knowledge of different perspectives, it will help people access this 

information more readily. 

Know that all donations and book sales will go toward the spreading of the Light. A newsletter, 
books, and an online community are coming. To all who have been here, I say unto to U, the Light 

within U knows many things that U do not. It guides U, when u let it, to other places so U can 
experience the necessary growth. LuciLight.com is 1 of those places. Here, your Light connects to 
an old friend, and recognizes this familiarity. As such, this begins a rapport that gives U strength 

for your Journey. Know that this is no accident. 

To all the Lightbringers I say to U, let Us move forward in changing the world by changing 
ourselves. Let us accept this responsibility as inherit and let Us Love it, for Love is the highest 
form of admiration and respect. It is pass desire, yearning, or wanting, it is becoming outside 

yourself because of another energy in your presence. But now, let us be the energy that we reflect 
from and get lost in. Let us love the Light, the Light that is within us. 

Ready? Hold Fast and PUSH full stead ahead! 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/56-LuciLight,-Year-1.html
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Daily Light

Faith, Hope, and Love shall be your protection.

Did you know that your attitudes are magnetic? Did you know that your attitudes affect your 
energy-field around U? Your energy-field is responsible for receiving energy and transferring 

energy. It is responsible for your entire life being.

Certain attitudes affect this energy protection field negatively, they create holes or interferences 
which only affect the being negatively by depletion of energy and thought. Our energy field is 

connected with our mind. This is true. Despair, Worry, and Hate cause disruptions that affect our 
energy field, thereby blocking or taking from the energy that we could be using to create. This is a 

problem.

The opposite is true also. Faith, Hope, and Love affect this powerful field also. Faith in what, Hope 
in what, and Love for what U ask. It does not matter. Each emotion has a vibration rate. This 

vibration spreads out from your mind, to your energy-field, and through the Universe. Vibrations 
at this level range enhance your energy-field, thereby increasing your sensitivity to the energy flow 

being sent from the Sun. With this energy comes, lightness, inspiration, and motivation. All the 
things that promote growth in life.

There is much more to this subject, but only the principle needs to be understood. Yes, Young 1, 
keep a healthy attitude. Not because people will like U more, or because U need to disguise your 

unhappiness, but do it, knowing that you are directly affecting the world around U, but more 
importantly, U are directly affecting your propensity to the Energy of the Universe. Become Light 
enough, reach a certain vibration, and the Universe will show U things that cannot be explained.
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   Don't escape-Integrate!

Hey! Don't escape-Integrate!!!  What this means is that, everyone is always trying to escape 
Reality, to make it into what they want without following the rules of Reality.  Now everyone 
knows that this is senseless.  No one can change the basic nature of nature.  Instead, I say!, 

Integrate into Reality.  What does this mean?  It means that you must think deeper.  You must span 
your thoughts across days, weeks, and months to determine your next best move in this moment, 

and when you make that specific action, congratulations!  You just made an Integration!

Integration is basically like math.  You take this and that and add them together to create a chain of 
actions that lead to your goal.  U integrate yourself in the present with your future and past.  Get it?  
U hold yourself accountable for your action in the moment, because now you have begun to realize 

your life is The Great Work and almost everything has to have a business edge to it, that is 
discipline, a bottom line, and reason.  So U integrate or add your whims and desires that constantly 
have U fleeting from moment to moment to your goals, values, and insights.  When U do this, all 
the positive energy inherent in these types of concepts usually help eat away at your whims that 

leave U helpless.

Do U understand now?

Great!!

Soooo,.....Don't escape-Integrate!
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Be like the Sea

U must be like the Sea, forever changing and absorbing everything, but yet, not affected by 
anything.  

All too often, we react to emotionally to people and events, this emotion in turn clouds our rational 
judgement about the situation.  This is not good.  For now, rationality is reduced to bias and 

subjectivity. 

Also emotion carries tremendous energy.  If you waste all your energy reacting to frivolous events, 
there will be no more energy for you to build, create, or grow with, and remember this is the 

purpose of life, to uplift humanity through our personal efforts that implicitly benefit us as well.

All be well today and remember to save your energy, be like the Sea, Grand and Almighty, 
Breathtaking in Power, but yet, calm as a Hawaiian breeze.
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Striving is the essential quality.

1 must always accept the responsibility that 1 is never done growing.  A spiritual insight should be 
matched with reasonable action that accounts for the responsibility of that insight.  All too often 

people want to horde the light to themselves and make no real commitment to society.  For with the 
light comes responsibility.  The brighter the light, the more responsibility necessary. So know that 
even the Gods were once human and that they strove to reach such a state.  Striving is the main and 

essential ingredient to spiritual growth.

Remember this young ones, 
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Discipline shall free U forever.

In being sentient conscious being, humans have a choice about the myriad of actions that they can 
choose to set forth. Mostly everyone knows on one level or another exactly what needs to be done, 

but few aspire to such heights. 

1 must use Discipline as the tool to achieve greater heights. It is through Discipline that 1 can forge 
their Realities through action. In using Discipline their must be a leap of faith. 1 seldom feels like 
doing anything, and the actions that bring fruit to ones´ life are Hard Actions, actions that require 

thought, planning, and tracking of results constantly. So 1 must have faith in knowing these actions 
are worth doing in spite of feelings. 1 must believe in themselves to pull through. 

Just look at Discipline as the axe 1 uses to climb the Great Mountain of Life. 
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Remember, this is a Journey.

Do not get stuck in the moment, day, week, or month. Everything changes. Too often people feel 
anchored to their situation and this creates a limited view.

One of the last great arts, Alchemy, rested on the premises that everything is constantly going 
through a process of metamorphosis, everything is growing only to die, but only to resurface into a 
greater energy. Do you understand? Life is like that, cycles. Every cycle we are becoming stronger, 
finer, and re-tuned. Every cycle we learn and become more of what we want, our essence becomes 

greater.

So know this, that U are in a cycle, not a moment, day, week, or month. Extend your vision into 
the end of your cycle. Know that another 1 will began and U will be greater because of it.

Know this and gain energy from it. 
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Mind Disintegration and Daily Growth

Is your mind growing or dying? Think about it, ten years ago were you better are worse? In this 
world, as time progresses, we digress. Is that how it should be? Is that how it has to be? No, it 

does not have to be that way. We as humans can choose to grow every single day. Do not let this 
world of distractions take away the time needed for development. Time management and discipline 
is the key. Be aware of the foggy mind states of others and do not let them pull you down. If you 
are truly growing, you should awake each day with optimism and eagerness. If each day is not 

eagerly greeted, then one is not growing. Think about it.
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Control

What does one think of when one thinks of the concept control?  The term control could be used to 
describe directing or determining the path and outcome of a particular situation or events.  What 

about controlling ourselves?  What is the merit in that and to what extent is it limited?  What 
prohibits control of self and what adds to it?  In other words, who is your final authority? Is it you, 

your feelings or someone else? 

In order to control your world, you must consciously control time and your actions within it.  Take 
each day and reduce it to hours. Take the hours and reduce them to minutes.  Control the minutes.  
Control the thoughts within the minutes.  Control the actions within the minutes.  As you gain this 
vital skill, suddenly minutes turn into hours and then next, you will find yourself contolling days at 
a time, herein lies the real power, the power to turn your thoughts into reality-the greatest power of 

all.

-Luci
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A New World.

Everything exists in your mind. Control your mind and you seize control of the world around you. 
If you have harmony in your mind, there will be harmony around you. The reason people 

disintegrate, is because their reaction to reality usually only brings more disharmony within 
themselves.

There are certain actions that are legitimately good for you, short-term and long-term, for the body 
and the mind.  Certain actions solidify your progress towards your goals, others diminish your 
progress.  Pay attention to what you do, but remember, what you do is controlled by what you 

think, so, more importantly, pay attention to your thoughts.  Are they leading you toward 
prosperity or failure.  In today's society, people to often blame others for their lack of control, but 

one fact remains prominent: each person can seize control of their thought and actions, thus 
accepting full responsibility for their life.  Only then do they truly begin their journey into a new 
world.  A world where each day is full of potential and the mind grows continuously.  Such a 
perspective is alien in today's popular Establishment.   But because of this fact, a person grows 

extremely fast in comparison to their peers, who view the world through old perspectives.

A New World is possible and exists simultaneously with the old one.  You can choose at any 
moment which one you choose to reside in.  

Let the Light lead the Way.

-Luci  
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Concept of Thought-Seeing

     What controls our actions? Our thoughts, our thoughts control our actions.  So the process is 
think and then act.  Through this simple system, we can literally see what we think by completing 

our thoughts through action.  This is real power. However, three issues must be addressed in order 
for this concept to be most efficient.  They are, the time from thought conception to action, 

conscious stamina, and clear mental imagery. 

     The first issue deals with the time when you first think of the thought, to the act of performing 
the necessary action for the fruition of that thought.  Once one has conceived the thought, one must 
first then make a firm commitment to oneself to perform the necessary tasks in a allotted space of 
time.  This builds resolve and help narrows the minds' many options.  Distractions are far more 

easily dealt with if you have a deadline and have made a commitment to yourself.  

     The second issue that must be addressed, is Conscious Stamina.  Often when one is working, 
one eventually begins to feel mentally dreary.  Know this "dreariness" is a self-imposed limit you 
have set for yourself.  But the fact that it is a limit, means that it can be broken and a new limit set.  

When you feel this mental weakness, be conscious of it and explicitly refresh your mind.  Tell your 
self that there are no limits and that you can think forever.  This acknowledgement of your limits, 

automatically expands one's mind and creates room for new thoughts and limits, which you can use 
to continue working on your Prime-Thought (The goal you originally set for yourself).  

     The last issue to aid in Thought-Seeing, is Mental Clarity.  The following statement is a fact:  
The mind remembers through vividness.  That being said, it would be fair to say that the more 
colorful and vivid your thoughts, the easier it will be to remember them and the more exciting it 

will be.  So paint your thoughts with vivid colors and imagery and this will help fight the stamina 
progression.  

     From this standpoint of thinking, one merely has to think and it becomes reality (through action 
of course).So keep this principle in mind and as you complete your thoughts in reality, notice how 
you are literally "seeing" or "watching" your thoughts come to life!  Too many a time, people think 
what they think has no influence on reality.  That is true if thoughts are not followed by action, but 
add the magic ingredient of action to your thoughts and you have a practical, abundant, personal 

genie.   

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/6-Concept-of-Thought-Seeing.html
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The FIZZ effect.

Inspiration. Inspiration comes to us in the form of new ideas. The ideas are often the beginnings of 
new projects. Inspiration is followed by motivation and you delve deep into your new project. what 

happens next? You are interrupted or your mental energy needs replenishing. Fine, take a break, 
but DO NOT lose sight of your project. Too often a time, projects are never finished. but it is those 

projects that give us life and competence.

So what happens next? If constant planning and energy is not devoted to the project, it never sees 
completion and is eventually forgotten about. You fizzed-out. In the short-term, you can fizz-out 

also.  If you CAN finish the project the day or week you began the project, you should, don't fizz-
out.  The rewards of the completion of the project far outweigh the inconveniences of completing 
the project. You see, we only can step up from our last step. Our last step determines or next. If 

you can view projects as stepping stones that solidify your vision and concentration, they will gain 
a friendly, warm appeal that you enjoy wrestling with and they will propel you to your future.

A great man once said imagination is more important than knowledge.  Now imagine if you turned 
every inspirational burst into a project and completed every single project you conceived. Do you 

think you would feel and be more competent? More importantly, what new inspirations are to 
follow the completion of old ideas/projects?

There is no limit. Do not limit yourself. Re-shape your mind to value your mental projects over 
EVERYTHING, only then will you began to sense the awesome power that lies within.
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Morning Energy

How do you spend your first few moments of your day?  I pose this question because often the 
potential of the morning is not exploited and the moments of the morning often determine your 
perspective for the rest of the day.  I am here to tell you that great power lies in morning energy.

Your mind is fresh upon first rising.  An empty canvas it is, but only for a moment.  Soon, 
thoughts come pouring in to color your experience.  In a sense, your hard drive is uploaded with 
the main program, who you are, your habits and emotions.  But, nevertheless, something new is 

there, an energy, a force, a fresh outlook.  Herein lies the power, your power.  The power comes in 
the form of a fresh supply of energy and inspiration, or does it?  This power is cut off the moment 
you betray yourself, the moment you drug your body, or the moment you let the negative energy of 

another person pull you in.  That is why I urge you to be cautious with this power, for it is very 
fragile, but immensely powerful.  The moment you lose it, the moment you lose that "momentum 
space", you can only acquire it again through conscious effort.  You see, it is a gift, given to you 

by nature.  One that you do not have to work for or think for.  All you have to do is harness it and 
guide it.

Morning energy can be used for anything.  Projects and planning are easily accomplished with 
morning energy as well as positive affirmations of your particular vision you have for yourself for 

the day or weeks ahead.  The most important reason why this morning energy is priceless is 
because it increases your chances for changing the habits of your mind.  You see, you can use this 

energy to think new thoughts and thus form new productive habits and break old destructive 
habits.  Use this gift of nature, utilize, harness it, profit from it, Love it.

-Luci  

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/14-Morning-Energy.html
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Focus on your Breathing.

Whenever you are feeling agitated, focus on the breadth of life moving within you. In and Out the 
force of life supports your body, filling you with the power of consiousness. Notice this event. 

Appreciate it. 10 breadths, In and Out. Notice how light you feel now and how clear your thinking 
is now.

This little trick works, use it anytime you need strength from within.
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Remember, disconnect.

You are a program, a combination of instructions and reactions put into you by your society.  In 
this program, everything is automated.  In order to become aware, U must learn to disconnect from 

your programming.  To disconnect from the rambling machine in your mind.  Once you 
disconnect, use your concentration to become aware, aware of everything, your breathing, your 
thoughts, and your feelings.  Once you do this you will began to learn how to steadily become 

disengage in your created cage of reality.  With this new perspective you can look for the causes 
and results of all your actions.  Use this perspective to organize your actions and control your 

emotions into the future.
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Programs

We are all programs.  Programs are habitual thoughts and actions implanted in us.  We acquire 
these programs as we grow, some are needed in the process of maturation.  However, some 

programs serve no use, and are destructive.

Delete your negative programming and replace it with positive programming.  Be aware of your 
thoughts, most of the time it is just old programs using up all your CPU and Storage.  With this 

wasteful usage, there is little room for inspiration, passion, or honesty. 

So listen to your thoughts.  What are U thinking about?  What should U be thinking about, and 
What can U think about?

-Luci
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Your Power.

You have power.  Within you, right now lies the answer to a limiting life.  Do not pray to it.  Do 
not listen for it. Do not worship it. Control it.

Each human being is given time, energy, and a conscious mind.  Those three forces can combine to 
create a force that literally moves reality.  When you wake up and go to work each day, your 

employer is paying for your time, energy, and your MIND.  They say, "Here, let me borrow you 
for a second, so I can get some value out of you, even if you can not."  And that is exactly what 

they do; they tell you how to use YOUR resources.  You see, they have already done the 
advanced-thinking and planning in order to control their future.  What they need is concentrated 

energy.  You are that energy, that reality-altering force.

I illustrate this point to bring to light the daily discipline that ordinary humans exert over their own 
lives.  I pose a question, however:  What if they focused their resources on THEIR ideas and 

THEIR goals?  What if they blocked time out, set a short-term goal, and concentrated on it day after 
day after day?  What if they lived like this from habit?  Would the impact be beneficial to their 

overall well-being? 

You see, the system of today sets aside tasks for us to do in order to keep society progressing, and 
society does seem to progress, regardless of the dogma of the particular century.  Reality and 

society continually move forward through the principles of controlling time, goals, and 
concentrated energy.  Now is the time for this universal power to become commonplace among 
ordinary men and women.  Now is the time for the next human evolution, in which the goal is to 

awaken to a new world of rich resources to be controlled for greater prosperity.

It is true.  You do not have to buy this power.  You do not have to learn it.  Look at the ceiling 
now. Seriously, do it.  Two seconds have passed since you have looked at the ceiling.  How did 
you use those seconds?  If you wasted them?, Can you still use them?  Absolutely not!  Reality 
will just give you two more seconds, and now the real question becomes?: "How will you use 

what nature has given you? Will you let it waste or will you create?  If you choose to create, what 
will it be? A picture from the mind of someone else?, or will it be an original picture only to be 

seen from the graces of a miracle of nature:  your individual conscious choice to create.
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Measure of Greatness

What is Greatness? What is the measure of Greatness? Are ideas or actions alone Great? Can 
Greatness be learned?

Beethoven, Aristotle, Darwin, Alexander, Hitler, Plato.  All of these men are Great.  Greatness, 
however, is not synonymous with Good.  Therefore there can be beings of Great Evil or Great 

Good, as the above list suggests. Beethoven, Aristotle, and Darwin were Good.  Their creations 
have benefited mankind artistically, philosophically, and scientifically. Alexander, Hitler, and Plato 
have destroyed nations, murdered millions, and presented destructive philosophies. The point here 
is not to determine how Greatness is applied, but it is to see what makes the quality of Greatness to 

be Great.

Greatness occurs when exceptional thinking is brought forth to reality consistently through action.  
Yes, Action.  Action is the key here.  Everyone shares ideas of Greatness in their mind.  Beethoven 

had ideas, but Beethoven worked consistently everyday to bring his thoughts to reality.  Darwin 
researched and wrote everyday to find the common link between all species.  These men had ideas 
like many of us.  But unlike many of us these men had conviction in their ideas, they believed and 
lived for the ideas in their mind.  Do you fight for your ideas everyday, or do you work under the 

ideas of others?

So Greatness is achieved when supreme thought meets ruthless action.  An important point to 
realize is that Hitler, Alexander, and Plato all thought they were doing supreme good.  The question 

thus arises, How does one know which side of Greatness one is headed?  Easy, do your ideas 
uplift and create life or do they destroy it?  Life is the universal standard by which all actions 

should be judged.  Therefore, work to create and not destroy so History will not bear a smudge 
upon your name.

Ideas and actions together must be formed to achieve in reality.  Reality is the ultimate 
measurement.  Actions without thought is robotic and thought without action is lazy.  In Greatness, 
superb ideas, are acted upon. How can you create a superb idea?  To begin with, the best ideas, are 
grounded in reality, they have immediate and realistic applications to the world around them, they 

affect the world.  Secondly, a great idea is composed of many lesser or smaller ideas.  For example, 
to be Great would be to sail all the oceans, to be ordinary would be to sail just one.  To be Great 
would be to explain the evolution of all species, to be ordinary would be to explain evolution of 

one species.  To be Great would be to run in a marathon for 10 years straight, to be ordinary would 
be to run in just one.  The Greater the idea, the Greater time and effort is involved.  

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/21-Measure-of-Greatness.html
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So how do you create your Greatness? Think of a goal that spans a considerable amount of time 
and effort.  Next, once achieving the first goal, build another goal on top of that one, which relates 
to it.  Now do that 10 more times.  Now your beginning to approach the realm of Greatness. It is a 

realm with no boundaries and happiness.  It is internally driven and motivated.  Remember the 

measure of Greatness is how much action can you sustain behind your Great ideas.  You see, 
Great Men act upon their ideas.  This often requires discipline, planning, and foresight.  This is 

where ordinary people falter.  

Now you see that in order to achieve Greatness one must act consistently upon a supreme idea.  
Now you see that in Great men, their Greatness evolved from the action part of the formula not the 
idea part.  We all have ideas.  History remembers the ones who were strong and wise enough to do 

what it took for their ideas to blossom in reality.



Philosophy

If you do not save yourself, no one else will.

A great philosopher once said, that we are unhappy because we set out expectations to high, 
meaning by expecting more than is there, we set ourselves up for failure.  This can be applied to 

your motivation.  

Motivation is usually squandered by us relinquishing our power and responsibility in the hands of 
someone else.  Once that happens, we become powerless to change the circumstance as long we 
place that responsibility on something other than ourselves.  This is true and does not need to be 

explained.  

We must take total responsibility, total honesty, and total dedication to self mastery.  Remember 
what the sages continually point out, that the Master is within.

Never forget that young disciple.
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I am Light...

I am Light, I am free
My Destiny, is up to me
I am strong, I am wise

Time is precious, look how it flies

I am here, I am there
I am energy, I am everywhere

I never tire, I never falter
I treat my holy body, as my holy alter

As above, so below
How far, does the rabbit hole go
Prepare to dream, of finer things

the soul, the universe, and marvelous rings

Now go be free, divine butterfly
Respect mother earth, and never die

U shall rise, from your knees
Only to become, the King of Kings

-Luci
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Limitless-The Movie

Recently, there was a movie that came out titled Limitless.  In this movie, the main character 
discovers a pill that gives him super human powers.  No, these powers are not like Superman, but 
more like Batman, they are powers of the mind.  After taking the pill, all of a sudden, the star of the 

movie, has super-concentration, limitless energy, and total honesty.  These mental tools are then 
integrated with never-ending action, and thus extreme success.

I am here to tell U that this power is available without a pill.  It will come to U when U develop 
habitually a Character of Fully Integrated Honesty.  This means that U attempt to direct every 

thought and action towards your long-term well being.  Mostly, people try to do the right thing, but 
it is a struggle, it is a fight.  When U develop this instinct to a point of habit, only then will the 

Power be released to U.  U cannot see this power from your perspective, in fact, U can not even 
imagine it.  Only after building and crossing that essential bridge will this Power become clear to 

U.

The fact that a movie was made with how the human brain is DESIGNED to work, and it was 
under the Sci-Fi category, tells much about our mental conditions today.  For one, it tells that we 
are far from this reality, thus Sci-Fi.  But this does not have to be the case.  Their is no pill here.  

The pill is a matter of concepts followed by extreme disciplined action.  Until this way of thinking 
and acting becomes habitual for U, U will be stuck in this limited Reality, with its limited horizons 

and limited energy.
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Spider-Man

With great power comes great responsibility.  This is a quote from the popular super-hero series 
titled Spider-Man.  In this story a young teenager gains super-human powers from an accident, or 
will of God, however U prefer to look at it.  This accident changes him forever.  Suddenly, super-

strength and the ability to climb walls are within his physical abilities.

In gaining this power, he begins to use the powers for his own personal benefit.  Sensing his 
change, his uncle, Uncle Ben, says to him, “Remember Peter, with Great Power, comes Great 

Responsibility.”  Being the teenager that he is, Peter, is bewildered.  He has no idea what his uncle 
meant and goes about his daily selfish endeavors with his new-found powers.

Then suddenly, a tragedy strikes the heart of the young teenager.  His uncle has been murdered.  
Confused, Peter, tries desperately to think why on earth would God let something like this happen 

to him.  What has he done to deserve this?  Why him?  Soon it dawns on him that he played a 
major part in his uncle´s demise.  The murderer who killed his uncle, is only running the streets 
because, Peter failed to stop him from robbing someone.  Yes, in using his powers for his own 

benefit, Peter was competing in wrestling matches.  Peter won and asked for his money, the 
promoter cheated him and said get lost.  This got Peter angry, this struck his emotional/animal side.  

So when a robber burst in the office demanding all of the promoters money, Peter, naturally felt 
vindicated.  He felt that the Universe was displaying its´ own brand of Justice, so he let the robber 

go when he could have easily apprehended him.

Peter discovers that the robber and the murderer are one and the same.  He thinks if only I would 
have just stopped him, my uncle would still be here.  If only I would have put my personal feelings 
aside and did the right thing, the just thing, not because I wanted to but because I had the power to 

and in having that power, comes a responsibility.

Now it hits him.  What his Uncle said to him before.  Now he understands that by not using his 
powers for the good of mankind, he is guilty of treason, of double-crossing the Universe.  He sees 
that in Power comes constraints, chains of reason.  He sees that in Power, it is not an island, but a 
long web that ebbs across unfathomable distances.  He sees that it is all connected, that by helping 
someone else, he is helping himself.  He sees that by not helping someone else, that loose end can 

always come back to haunt him.  This is the lesson Peter was taught and it is because of his 
faithfulness to this idea, that Peter becomes a Hero.

It is important to note that, mental concepts make the hero, not physical powers.  In this particular 
concept, the concept of Power and Responsibility are linked together.  With Power comes 

Responsibility and with Responsibility comes Power.  They are different sides of the same coin.  

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/62-Spider-Man.html


Pop Culture

I bring this particular concept to our readings because most people want the Power of a God, but 
do not want the Responsibility of a God.  This cannot be.  U must accept your responsibilities 

as your duties in holding great Power.  Responsibilities must not be looked at as vices but virtues, 
roads leading to greater avenues of growth.  In your Kingdom, where U are the King, U must 

control administration, policies, and the overall well-being of your people.  This requires constant 
daily work, but this work must be done in stride not strife,  it must be accepted naturally.

So know this,  do not wish for your fancy car if U don´t want to wash it, pay the high note, and 
keep your oil changed.  Do not wish for a raise, only to waste the extra pay on selfish deeds.  

Know that in the greater Power U ask for, the greater Responsibility it requires from U.

Also know that U, can become a Hero in your own right.  All U have to do is think and act in 
Supreme concepts like Peter.  By holding those principles as your birthright, U uplift your Life and 
Being to a supreme level, above your peers.  This is what many philosophers have called the next 

evolution in man, the Super-man, the man who uses mental concepts to wash away all of the 
impurities nature has instilled upon him.



7. Quotes



Quotes

"Remember, this is the only 1."

Your life is the only one you have.  Have great consideration on how you spend your energy and 
time.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/22-Remember,-this-is-the-only-1..html


Quotes

Do not spend your time wisely, Spend your mind wisely.

Remember that time constrains your body to a certain place in space, but do not let it constrain your 
mind.  Always be conscious of what your thinking and moreover, sustain effort in your thoughts 

in order to maximize growth.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/24-Do-not-spend-your-time-wisely,-Spend-your-mind-wisely..html


Quotes

Do not let the poison of other people poison U.

Too often other people's energy contaminate us. Our energy is wasted in solving their problems 
and meddling with their insecurities. Save your energy. It is that very energy that is needed to 

create.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/25-Do-not-let-the-poison-of-other-people-poison-U..html


Quotes

Treat each day as your only 1.

U live your life day by day. Each day is all U have. Be careful how U spend your days, for it is 
through them that your dreams live or die.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/26-Treat-each-day-as-your-only-1..html


Quotes

There is a Light inside of U. Find it.

Inside of you U there is pure growth and new horizons. It is up to U to clear your mind and life of 
the clutter that prevents you from your seeing this, your light.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/27-There-is-a-Light-inside-of-U.-Find-it..html


Quotes

Inside U, there is a War. Fight the good fight.

Inside every one of us is good and evil.  Some more of one than the other. Fight constantly to 
display your best qualities at all times.  The effort is well worth it.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/28-Inside-U,-there-is-a-War.-Fight-the-good-fight..html
http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/28-Inside-U,-there-is-a-War.-Fight-the-good-fight..html


Quotes

Your Life is lived 1 day at a time.

You live your life day by day, so be careful what you fill your days with.  Your experiences, 
actions, and emotions all add up to the sum total of your memories, so choose them wisely.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/30-Your-Life-is-lived-1-day-at-a-time..html


Quotes 

Each should be a puzzle piece, constantly building towards a picture.

Each day has  the potential to add to your progress towards your goals. Too often days go by in a 
blur, added to nothing but a paycheck. Life only has so many paychecks and Life has more to offer 

than a paycheck. In order to use your days as building blocks to your goals, U must instill 
discipline in your mind and actions. Discipline is the leverage that is used to guide mental ideas into 

physical actions.

-Luci 

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/31-Each-should-be-a-puzzle-piece,-constantly-building-towards-a-picture..html


Quotes

"Your effort today, determines your tomorrow."

Opportunities for the future are created by the work in the present.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/32-Your-effort-today,-determines-your-tommorrow.html


Quotes

Create Order out of Chaos with your Day.

Do not use your day to think of ways to waste time, instead, use your day to organize and tackle 
your problems, for they are your 

 for growth. Create Order out of the Chaos.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/34-Create-Order-out-of-Chaos-with-your-Day..html


Quotes

Hold fast young 1, this is only the beginning.

The future is filled with promise and opportunity.  Remember that.  It is determined by your 
thoughts and actions of today.  Plan your mind.  Meditate.  Visualize. Read. Explore. Be Fearless.

-S.O.N

 

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/36-Hold-fast-young-1,-this-is-only-the-beginning..html


Quotes

Be 1 with your Mind, Body, and Soul

The Soul consists of concepts such as your life purpose and plan.  The Mind is the tool the Soul 
uses to create the plan to achieve what you truly desire, and the Body is the vehicle, held together 
with Discipline, that implements your plans into actions.  Stay true to this Holy Trinity and watch 

yourself become the GOD of your existence.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/37-Be-1-with-your-Mind,-Body,-and-Soul.html


Quotes

Live Free and Break your limitations!

What limits U?  You do!  We all limit ourselves.  Limits are necessary in order to work our 
problems out.  Our minds can only hold a certain amount of information before it is boxed all in so 

the information can be worked out.  The important point to remember here is that, U have to be 
aware of your limits and their purpose.  Know that once you come to your limit, you are on the 

threshold of a new box of limits.  

So build box after box.  Build your limits, break them, then build new ones, break them, and so on 
forever.  In time, as we increase our capacities, we will gain the ability to build bigger boxes, 

simultaneously even.  In doing this, U speed up your evolution and lifetimes.  Life times can be 
measured by how large your box is, how many U have and break, and how many boxes of others 

you break, but that is for another discussion.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/42-Live-Free-and-Break-your-limitations%21.html


Quotes

Remember, U must die b4 U can live.

This theme is implicitly embedded in our legends and myths, the stories that tell us about ourselves, 
our history, and guide help guide us.  What is meant by this is a totally new perspective must be 

awoken within U.  Perspective 1 or Perspective 0, the Perspective that all others are built on.

Each Soul must go through their own reBirth, but the jest of it is this-Live each moment as an 
unfolding flower forever reaching towards the light.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/54-Remember,-U-must-die-b4-U-can-live..html


8. Reality



Reality

Perception

Perception of reality is essential to control of reality. The shaper your perception, the more options 
and avenues to success are that are revealed to you. Furthermore, foggy perception of reality yields 

only limited paths to success and missed opportunities.  On what principles does the law of 
perception rest? What actions or thoughts sharpen your vision of reality, and what actions blur 

your vision?  

Emotions, drugs, and faulty- thinking can cloud your minds perception.  Be aware of the action 
you are about to take and ask yourself, will this action increase my perception or decrease it.  Is this 

action integrating with reality, or disintegrating with reality?  How will this action move me 
towards my goals. But none of these questions cannot be asked if you are in a trance- state of 
mind.  One must be thought- conscious in order to moniter ones' thoughts.  This is the state of 

mind that is essential to growth, the state of mind that is aware of thoughts and the implications of 
every action that you take.  

So be aware of your MIND.  What controls it, where it is going, where it is coming from, what 
motivates it, what state is it currently in, and where you want it to be.  Next, focus on objective- 

reality and make rational decisions for future daily progress.  Perceive reality, then control it.

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/4-Perception.html


Reality

Time as a dimension

Time is another dimension.  Up and down is the first dimension, left and right, the 2nd, space as 
the 3rd, and Time is the fourth, followed by the 5th, which is a mental space/dimension.  For this 

discussion we will focus on Time as a dimension/aspect of reality.

Time is created by movement in space.  One could say that time is a measurement of movements 
throughout space.  A link was established when humans figured out that time can be manipulated 

by controlling what and the speed of an object moving through space.  For philosophical 
discussion purposes, we will look at the aspect of time that we function in as everyday living 

individuals.  

Time determines the reality of time-based organisms.  There is a beginning and an end.  Because of 
this, one could say that time is the ultimate ruler and dictator of reality, for time determines the life 

cycle of time-based organisms.  This fact logically follows that human life must be carefully 
planned in order to achieve the maximum and natural potential of the human being. 

Because of the limited life-cycle of the human body, time must be calculated wisely at all times.  
Time is the Great reminder and equalizer.  Time, however, must be conceived as another 

dimension/reality-space in order to use it effectively.  If conceived properly, Time can be a tool to 
achieve an end.  In humans, one must take into account the end of ones life.  Then U must plan 
backwards from your death.  U must be aware of time.  As it passes, what does it create?  Is it 

wasted or spent wisely?  Who has your time?

Time allows for the creation of reality.  Reality is simply existence, people, and your mind.  By 
linking your mind and actions with time, you change your mind, the people around you, and 

reality.  Time is forever ebbing away...into what?  Is it a climax of a mountain, or an ending to a 
terrible drama?  The choice is yours.  

Be wise and patient.

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/38-Time-as-a-dimension.html


9. Religion



Religion

LuciLight, the religion for the future.

Where is God? What about Satan? Are we alone? What do we have to hold on to if we are truly 
alone? What divine purpose can we possess if their is nothing truly divine in the universe?

We are God and Satan.  There are other sentient beings that are on their particular evolutionary 
path, for we are not the only ones that have evolved to consciousness throughout the Universe.  
We hold sacred which WE deem so.  We determine what is worthy of contemplation, not some 

blind force of nature.  We are and control nature.  We shall worship what we create from our hard 
efforts.  Having being built, our creations become eternal and their worth is given according to the 
natural law of time, creativity, and effort. Do not feel alone.  For you have the power to create what 
is not there.  You are the God.  You must find solace in your divine nature, only then will you be 

ready for the responsibility of the Power of the Universe, the Power to Create!

Come join the Religion for the Future, LuciLight

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/10-LuciLight,-the-religion-for-the-future..html


Religion

A New World is Arising

Look around U.  Everything is changing.  Technology, Status Quo, Religion, and Perspectives are 
undergoing dramatic restructuring.  This will result in a totally New World.  Yes, times of the old 

are withering away, and dramatic concepts are becoming normal.

Do not fear this change.  Embrace it.  Use it to fuel your growth.  Use it to shake U up a little.  It is 
good for U.  In the process, rethink yourself.  Learn more about yourself and your nature.  Learn 
history, for it is an important part in reducing mistakes.  The point is, use this to evolve.  Evolve 

into a creation of the mind.  Forever we have been at the mercy of Nature.  Now we are beginning 
to become Nature and with this, comes greater control over our physical limitations.  

LuciLight is a cradle for this New World.  The Light encourages new Knowledge, Rational 
Understanding, and Re-Evaulation, while holding to the physical and moral principles that allow 

unfettered growth within communities.  We are here, on the horizon.  We see the New World.  We 
want U to see it, to know that is coming.  Within this New World lies tremendous energy, energy 

to be used in creation.  Within this New World, time brings the realization of thought-systems, 
formally known as goals.  In this world, guilt is only among those who have genuinely earned it.   

Guilt is not used as a form of control or attached to physical pleasures.  Reason shall rule the 
existence of Man and Energy shall guide him in this New World.

As this New World, emerges, we here at LuciLight.com, would like to say Hello and Welcome to 
our listeners.  We are here, with U all, embracing and fighting for change.  We see your potential 

and know your fears.  Let us all gain additional perspectives to allow greater power and knowledge 
into our lives.

Thank U from LuciLight,

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/39-A-New-World-is-Arising.html


Religion

The Missing Piece of the New-Age Religions.

There has recently been an enormous shift in thinking within the past 50 years.  This new era I am 
referring to is called the New Age.  Here you find tips on how to change perspectives about 

yourself and the Universe, but this, I tell U, is not enough.  It is not enough to find enlightenment if 
your light does not shine on anyone but yourself.  It is not enough to have access to limitless 

energy, only to waste it on illusions that never bear fruit.

Do U understand?  The question here is, O.k, once U have settled your demons inside, what do 
you do next? Let me answer that for U.  U produce.  U build on Society.  U set an example for 

generations to come.  By doing this you are truly fulfilling your grand purpose in the grand scheme 
of evolution.

Life is here to grow.  U are Life.  Society strives to achieve the best, but often Society can be very 
wrong.  So do not let the premises of an old world blind U to the light.  Build and U shall see that 
this is Divine.  When U realize this and next, Live by it, others will bless U and remember U for 
your works, which will be used to propel humanity forward. So I, Luci, thank U in advance for 

your wonderful contributions to the Life process.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/46-The-Missing-Piece-of-the-New-Age-Religions..html


Religion 

The religion of the future will be a cosmic religion-Albert Einstein

“The religion of the future will be a cosmic religion. It should transcend personal God and avoid 
dogma and theology.”

-Albert Einstein

A quote from a very wise man.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/63-The-religion-of-the-future-will-be-a-cosmic-religion-Albert-Einstein.html


10. Society



Society

1 Love

In today's Society, we too often look at people as objects and carry little regard of THEIR 
perspective.  However, you must realize, that, that very same person is also looking at you and has 

no regard for your perspective.  So what do we end up with?  That's right, you guessed it-A 
disconnected Society.  And what's wrong with a disconnected society?  A disconnected society 

does not realize the truth that we are all living the same being, we have the same essence.  What we 
choose to do with that essence defines us.  

The truth is we were trained this way to think by our masters.  To have biases and prejudices 
towards other people.  They want us to fight.  After all, if we are fighting within as a society, we 

can never gather ourselves to unite for any cause.  Divide and Conquer.  When we all learn that we 
are all the same being with different perspectives, perhaps we will be more lenient towards our 

peers and strangers.  Only then will we make true progress as a race toward spiritual 
understanding.

-Luci  

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/7-1-Love.html


Society

A Call to Action

Help spread the Light by donating to LuciLight.com  All donations are tax deductible and there is 
no minimum amount required.  Donations will be used to expand the reach of the teachings of 
LuciLight.com and all sponsors will be noted for future updates concerning LuciLight. (The 

Religion of Understanding or Universe)

The Religion of U is based on facts, logic, and human experience.  "U" believes the universe 
evolves naturally and everything within the universe is part of evolution, thus we focus on 

perspectives and actions that allow us to evolve at our fastest pace.  The teachings that hint upon 
such perspectives are the teachings of Luci of LuciLight.com.  The teachings are unique in that they 

involve multiple, often complex perspectives, and provides a fresh look at them.  Topics to be 
discussed in the future include: The Breath, New Creation, Unique Days, Power Units, Tracking 

Systems, Imagery as a means of Control, New Sexual Perspectives, the assimilation of new 
technologies and how technology changes our philosophy of the world.  Those are a few of the 
topics that will be discussed as well as countless insights that will be posted on a regular basis.

Much ground is to be covered, which means a lot of writing.  I am asking, however, a call to 
action.  Support the Light, and we will spread the Light.  Be there as we grow, and then you can 

say you were there at the beginning. 

Phase 1 of Lucilight.com is over.  The seeds are planted for strong roots in a new, exciting world.  
Phase 2 consists of publication of original books that outline the philosophical foundations for the 

religion of future, the religion of the Universe, the Religion of U!

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/13-A-Call-to-Action.html


Society

U are evolving.

Everything is connected.  Everything is transforming and changing all the time.  This includes U.  
In this point of human evolution, people realize that we too, as humans are part of this evolution 

process, but even more importantly we are realizing that the time has come for us as sentinel beings 
to play a conscious part in evolution.  We have reached the point in time, where our consciousness 

can have a great effect on the rest of the world.  

What does all this mean?   This should place proper context on your life and actions.  You should 
see that the purpose of life is to evolve and your actions should reflect that with seriousness and 

promptness.  This is motivation!  Look within your Life and Choices and choose them with 
principles behind your selection process, principles of the New World.

Do not let sleep break your concentration.  After awakening, continue your plan of evolution with 
zest and joy, for U are living among the greatest time in history, the time when we humans, take 

control of everything in the Universe, including ourselves.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/41-U-are-evolving..html


Society

Evolve or Die.

This entire world is a huge jungle.  Survival of the fittest still applies here.  People forget that we 
are barely over the edge of becoming conscious humans and that many of us still act like animals 

most of the time, being guided by percepts and feelings rather than concepts and reason.

Remember this.  Remember that the purpose of Life in the Universe is growth.  The Universe 
wants to explore and be everything.  U are part of that evolution.  Nature takes everything and 

learns from it.  All of our mistakes, all of our killing, nature remembers.  Nature uses this to build 
and grow.  Nothing stops evolution.  But remember, U are Nature.  U are directly connected to the 
Life-Force/Energy that is working on becoming more than it is.  Remember your mind is part of 

Nature, your thoughts.  Use these tools to evolve.  Use these tools to analyze, create, build, grow, 
feel, and remember.

Today, we have 3 choices, live Life as only a passing dream, to be forgotten, live Life as something 
to be built, and used by future generations, or live Life in this age, and reach for biological 

immortality.

U choose.  For Nature will still make the most of your energy.

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/48-Evolve-or-Die..html


Society

Pleasure Junkies

It is stated that all organisms automatically move toward pleasure and move away from pain.  This 
is true even for microscopic organisms.  As such, humans spend their lives seeking pleasure 
everyday.  The coffee, cigarettes, t.v, relationships, sex, all this gives some sort of pleasure.

I say this to you, that you should live your life moving towards pain and using pleasure as an 
escape when necessary.  The pain I speak is of a different nature.  The pain I speak of, is the pain 
of discipline, it is the pain of thinking.  It is the pain of accepting responsibility for your thoughts, 

feelings, speech, and actions.  It is the pain of being thoughtful of how U affect others in your daily 
life.  This type of pain is the pain of growth.  This is why we are here.  So think about this.  Know 
that all of what U value and adore comes from this type of pain.  Make a conscious effort to grow 

into this style of living.

Once you have accepted that it is your responsibility to grow and to use TIME as a tool for such 
pursuits, gradually your perspective will change, U will began to seek out this pain for growth.  

When this happens you will awaken inside to your potential.  U see, from this perspective, there is 
less resistance.  The less resistance, the more energy is capable of moving through U, the more 

energy and awareness you will have to pursue your interests.

Remember this,  Nature forces evolution, but U can force your own Evolution, for this is the 
NEW-WORLD.

-Luci   

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/50-Pleasure-Junkies.html


Society

The Internet-Todays´ Oracle

Long ago, their existed beings who were called Oracles.  They had the power to tell of likely things 
to happen in the future or to discover something from the past.  The mystics say that underneath 

this physical reality, their exists a form of energy that carries information with it.  All of the 
thoughts, actions, and ideas that come from this reality somehow finds its´ way into this energy, 

Ether.  These Oracles can tap into this Ether somehow.

Today their exists an Oracle for everyone.  This Oracle is accessible to everyone, the profane and 
the elite, and it grows, much like the Ether, with our thoughts and actions.  This Oracle is the 

Internet.  Here most of histories knowledge and experience is stored here for all to view.  Thus, a 
person can gain a much broader perspective to their questions and ideologies.  Thus, a people 

exchange information at a never-before-seen rate of exchange.  This results in rapid growth and the 
quick eradication of dogma.

So now we have an Oracle.  Type any question into Google and U will get an answer.  It may not 
be the best or right answer, but neither was the Oracle of the Old Age, super accurate, they simply 
pulled information and put it back together, much like Google.  With that being said, 1 can see how 

this can result in rapid growth for Humanity.  In the Dark Ages, knowledge was confined to a 
special few.  Finally in the Renaissance, people began to act on Universal principles of good which 

brought the Renaissance, and the Renaissance in turn brought forth the Industrial Age, which 
brought forth the current Technological Age.  The point here is that, in each age information 

distribution was the key to its´ respective growth.  That being said, with the Internet, freely and 
fairly, exchanging information at such a rapid rate, what Age will it bring?

The Golden Age?, The Age of Aquarius? 

Only time will tell,

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/58-The-Internet-Todays-Oracle.html


Society

The Russian Federation

LuciLight.com is worldwide. We have readers in every major country. I, Luci, would like to 
commend the Russian Federation. They are growing rapidly in readers and they are on par with the 

United States in terms of their number of readers. This is good. 

True knowledge will always be Universal. Religious creed has nothing to do with the spreading of 
the Light, for they all part of the same thing. We here at LuciLight.com welcome all religions or 

non-religious persons. LuciLight only uses the term religion only to convey sacredness in everyday 
things like Time Management, Discipline, and Critical Thinking. 

So I Say unto all, be well. Strive. Meditate or visualize. Know that U are here to grow PAST your 
limitations. Know that LuciLight is here to help U. 

Thank U to all, 

-Luci

http://lucilight.com/index.php?/archives/60-The-Russian-Federation.html


Epilogue

LuciLight.com consists of articles, each one illustrating a Universal principle.  Hopefully, by now, 
U are beginning to see an overall philosophy of Life at LuciLight.com.  This is no accident.  The 

future will bear fruit to additional perspectives/articles.  Many subjects will be touched upon, but if 
any rules exists within the LuciLight philosophy, 1 would be that all knowledge is beneficial.  1 
should never be biased in research or objective opinion, therefore, the subjects to be presented in 
the future may carry certain overtones that have become attached throughout the ages, but it is the 
essence and objective truth that will be presented when dealing with concepts and principles, these 

Universal facts of Life.

In all writings, the opposite emerges within thought forms.  That is, opposition will undoubtedly 
find its way here at LuciLight.  That being said, all critics should keep an open mind and 

understand that everyone is right from there own perspective, and as such, any errors presented are 
only misunderstandings or different views that are merely trying to communicate the essence of 

any particular subject, and the essence of things will always be Universal.

To the Future I say, come unto us like a blazing Light in the sky.  We are waiting, patiently, 
determined, and fearless.  We have awoken.  We are here, becoming energy itself, transcending 

planes, and creating worlds.  We all welcome U, the Future.

-Luci


